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Campbell and Fields often draw upon 
personal history to create familiar 
imagery that both comforts and 
unnerves. Each produces “believable” 
yet “not real” space in their paintings, 
of things viewers already “know” but 
are compelled to reconsider in a new 
fashion, as the subject of the works 
can seemingly be outside of the frame. 
Skillfully employed compositional 
devices – such as the lens flares 
and digital blurs by Fields and the 
superimposition by Campbell of “tape-
like” palette-knife strokes upon an 

Rebecca Campbell and Samantha Fields comfort and unnerve in 
Dreams of Another Time at the University Art Museum at CSULB

Long Beach, CA – The University Art Museum (UAM) at California State University, Long Beach 
(CSULB) is pleased to present Dreams of Another Time, a two-person exhibition featuring 
narrative paintings, drawings, sculptures, and ephemera of Los Angeles-based artists Rebecca 
Campbell and Samantha Fields. Included are the fruits of a call-and-response collaboration 
between the two that has taken place since fall 2014.

The public reception for Dreams of Another Time is Saturday, January 30, from 6-8 pm. 
The exhibition will be on view through April 10, 2016. Admission to the UAM is free.

Samantha Fields, Transplant, 2015. Courtesy of Traywick Contemporary

already meticulously painted portrait of a reclining nude – serve to alert the viewer that any act of 
representational composition is always already an act of artifice. And yet, through this act, other 
realities arising from the imagery and pigment-based technique can be released. 

Rebecca Campbell, Miss April 1971, 2015. Courtesy of Rebecca Campbell and L.A. Louver 

In new artworks created for 
Dreams of Another Time, 
Campbell meditates upon 
motifs of femininity from the 
1970s, considering what is 
revealed and concealed in 
such manifestations. Fields 
contemplates notions of 
home and the contemporary 
expanded family, which 
necessitates travel to 
destinations scattered across 
the continent. Also on view at 
 the UAM are vitrines that contain drawings, thumbnail sketches, photo-collages, and test paintings 
from the artists’ studios, providing more intimate insight into their creative process. 
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For their improvisational call-and-response, Campbell and Fields each chose an event with which 
to prompt an initial artwork, derived from the month in which they were born. For Fields, this was 
when Hurricane Agnes made landfall in June 1972. For Campbell, it was the April 1971 issue 
of Playboy magazine. Each offering prompted the other artist to create a subsequent artwork in 
response, so that two thematic threads were braided together across time. Through reciprocity, 
Campbell and Fields produced new pieces while sparking dialogue about the nature of shared 
creativity and collaboration.

As an auxiliary activity, Fields and Campbell’s creative 
collaboration is extended through a similar call-and-response 
they have initiated between art students from CSULB, CSU 
Fullerton (CSUF), and CSU Northridge (CSUN) that 
culminates in exhibitions of the student collaborations on the 
three campuses in late spring.

Educational programming for the exhibition will include 
exhibition tours, a panel discussion, and poetry events in 
response to the works. Funding for the exhibition and 
programs has been generously provided by the Arts Council 
for Long Beach, Los Angeles County Supervisor Don Knabe 
Arts Education Partnership, and Pasadena Alliance for the 
Arts. UAM programs are made possible by the CSULB College 
of the Arts; the Charles and Elizabeth Brooks Endowment; the 
CSULB Instructionally Related Activities Fund; the Getty 
Foundation; the Constance W. Glenn Fund for Exhibition

Samantha Fields, Rio de Los Angeles #1, 
2015. Courtesy of Traywick Contemporary 
© Samantha Fields.

Rebecca Campbell, Diamond Valley, 2011. 
Courtesy of Rebecca Campbell and L.A. Louver

and Education Programs; the Bess J. Hodges Foundation; and the Ware Endowment. 

Dreams of Another Time is curated by Kristina Newhouse.

Event Details:

Saturday, January 30, 6-8 pm
Opening Reception 

Wednesday, March 2, 7 pm
Dreams of Another Time: A Conversation with Rebecca 
Campbell and Samantha Fields about Collaboration  
Curator Kristina Newhouse engages the artists in a candid talk 
about how collaboration unfolds and can inspire new modes of 
creativity.

Tuesday, March 15, 12 pm
UAM@Noon - Rebecca Campbell and Samantha Fields lead a 
tour of the exhibition.

Additional event details to follow. For more information on 
exhibitions and related events, or for directions or parking 
information, visit csulb.edu/uam. All programs are free and 
open to the public and take place at the University Art Museum. 

http://www.csulb.edu/explore/university-art-museum


 

  

 

 

 

About the Artists: 

Rebecca Campbell received her MFA in painting and drawing in 2001 from the University of 
California, Los Angeles. She is represented by L.A. Louver, where her solo exhibition You Are 
Here will be on view concurrent with Dreams of Another Time. Campbell has exhibited 
nationally and internationally at L.A. Louver Gallery, Ameringer-McEnery-Yohe, Gagosian 
Gallery, the Phoenix Art Museum, the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and the Cornell 
Fine Arts Museum at Rollins College, among other galleries and museums. Campbell’s work is
regularly presented at art fairs including Art Basel, Art Basel Miami Beach, ARCO Madrid, and 
ADAA: The Art Show. Her work has been featured in publications including ARTnews, the 
Los Angeles Times, ART PAPERS, X-TRA, ARTWORKS Magazine, Art Ltd., The Huffington 
Post, and Artnet. She is an Assistant Professor of Drawing and Painting at California State 
University, Fullerton. 

Samantha Fields received her MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art, after which she moved 
to Los Angeles. Fields is represented by Traywick Contemporary in Berkeley and Western 
Project in Los Angeles. In 2013, she was awarded a City of Los Angeles Individual Artist 
Grant. She has an extensive exhibition history, including shows at Western Project, & Kim 
Light/LIGHTBOX Gallery, Traywick Contemporary, Melanee Cooper Gallery in Chicago, The 
Armory Center for the Arts, The Jones Center for Contemporary Art in Austin, Texas, and 
Galerie Enholm Englehorn in Vienna, Austria. She has also participated in the community 
based collaborative exhibitions REBEL REBEL and East West Trading Post at The New 
Chinatown Barbershop. Her work has been featured in the Los Angeles Times, ArtWeek, Art in 
America, Artillery, Art Ltd., The Detroit News, and the Cleveland Plain Dealer. She is a 
Professor of Art at California State University, Northridge. 

About the University Art Museum 

The mission of the University Art Museum is to present education and exhibition programs that 
blur the boundaries between visual arts and design, technology, music, and contemporary culture. 
The UAM curatorial vision focuses on tension and interplay at the nexus of contemporary art 
and society, with a focus on multidisciplinary education that serves the university and public. The 
UAM also plays a vital role in training future museum and arts professionals. Through 
dedication to scholarly and artistic excellence, the UAM has earned a reputation for its high-
quality exhibitions and award-winning publications, and maintains a permanent collection of 
site-specific outdoor sculpture, works of art on paper, and the Gordon F. Hampton Collection 
of American painting and prints. Begun as a significant campus gallery in 1973 and first 
accredited by the American Alliance of Museums in 1984, the UAM remains an important 
resource in the field of visual arts for the largest comprehensive university system in the nation. 

University Art Museum, CSULB
1250 Bellflower Blvd. Long Beach, CA 90840
Phone: 562-985-5761 
www.csulb.edu/uam 
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